where F denotes an arbitrary function belonging to the class 2-1^ , and M is a fixed number in the interval [l,°°). In particular, putting k=1 or &=0 we obtain classes of functions introduced and investigated previously, namely:
Let f(z,t) denote the function defined by the equations
where P denotes an arbitrary function of the class ^ . It is easy to see that the function f(z,T) belongs to the <^M ik> T class 2.Li^ for M = e . Moreover it can be proved (see [4] ) that for the functions f and F in (2), where F is any fixed function of the class ¿j^, we have (3) lim e -t f(z,t) = F(z). 
satisfying the condition: re p(z)>oC if |z|<1.
Finally, le-j; •/'^(m), -j < m < denote the class of functions of the form (4) satisfying the condition:
. . , , Prom this, taking the logarithm of both sides and then differentiating with respect to t, we obtain
and consequently (8) m%n s{{Ztt) p(1/ i ( , tt)) .
Upon denoting P(z) = 1/p(z) t equation (8) (5) and m), m s: 1/2o( (when c*=0 we take m=oo). It is not difficult to prove the converse theorem (see [5] ). Mik) 3. Estimation of some funotionalff in the class 2Z , :
; ; __,M(k) Theorem 2. For any arbitrary function f£2j the following Inequalities hold
In particular, for the function f defined by the equation
we have |f(z) | = m(r), |z | = r, and for the function f satisfying the equation
we have the equality |f( z )j = ), |z| = r * Proof. From Theorem 1 we know that a function f be-"M(k) , longs to 2-, if and only if f(z) = f(z,T), T =log M, where f(z,T) is a solution of equation (5) in whicji P denotes a function of the class ^ (») = ¿p . Prom equation (5) it follows that
and next
It is well-known that every function P£ ¿^ can be represented in the form
where /i(0) is a non-decreasing function in the interval [o,2jt] such that £ dfi(9) =1. From this we obtain the ineo quality k k (13) ^-<re P(z)< for |z|=r<1-
The following inequalities follow from (11') and (13'
By integrating (14) in the interval [o,t] , T=log M, and taking into account (11') we obtain
The assertion of Theorem 2 follows directly from the inequalities above.
Theorem 2 implies the following theorem on covering for quasi-starlike meromorphic k-symmetric functions. The equality in (15) holds for functions f defined "by the equation
where 6 is selected in such a way that im(f>f k (z))=|f(z)j or im(kf k (z)) = -|f(z)| k . Proof. From (11) it follows that d t arg f(z,t) = im(l/f(z,t))dt.
From this, taking into account (11') , we get (18) dtarg f(z,t) = lm P(1 /t (»,t )) d lQg if ( t} I * re P(l/f(z,t )) x I 1 On the other Hand, using (12) we can show that .k (19) im. P re P ft 2 r 1 -r 2k z = r <1, where the equality holds for the function P(z) = z=r. Consequently, im p(l/f(z,t j) 1 i iz with (20) re P(l/f(z,t)) z <1 , where the equality holds for the function P(f) = ^ with & "being a number such that l^l^l and im (6f^{z,t)) = |f(z,t) | k or im (¿f k (z,t)) = -|f(z,t)| k . Prom (18) and (20) we obtain the inequality dtarg f(z,t) dtlog |f(z,t)| . 'f(z,t)| -1 By integrating it in the interval [o,t] , T = log M, and taking into account f(z,0) = , f(z,T) = f(z), we get inequality (15). Prom this and from (9) - (9") we obtain (16). The estimation (15) is sharp. We get extremal functions in k ^ (15) by taking p(f) and selecting fr in such a way that im (^(z.t)) = |f(z,t)| k , or else = -|f(z,t)| k .
im (6-f k (z,t)) = We obtain the equality sign on the right-hand sides of (21) and ( Using formula (12) it can be shown tfhat k k ^re P(z)^re(z P'U))< y^k re P(z) ' M=r<1.
This implies
From (27) and (28) we obt8in the inequalities
Upon integrating it with respect to t in the interval £o,t], T=log M we obtain
Putting f (z t T) = f(z) in (29) we immediately obtain inequalities (21) and (22). The equality sign in (21) and (22) is obtained for the functions defined by equations (10") and (10').
Inequality (21) implies directly the following inequality
0 < | z | = r < 1. and we obtain a minimum for the oonaidered functional for the function P(z) = (z k +1 ) , and a maximum for F(z) =
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